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In an announcement on May 8, 2013, VMware announced the achievement of "target platform status" for
its VMware Horizon View platform to deliver Epic's EHR to end users through virtual desktops. The
announcement established View as a target platform for Epic's Hyperspace 2012 and 2014 and affirmed
that Hyperspace had been tested on View 5.1 and 5.2. Getting to target platform status on Epic required
an extensive path for VMware, including usability, performance, and scalability tests, in a multiple-year
process. The two companies had worked together previously, with multiple past announcements including
the pivotal May 2012 announcement that Epic would begin implementing its EHR on Intel x86 servers
virtualized to VMware (replacing the previous policy of running exclusively on AIX and UNIX servers), and
the March 2013 announcement with Dell, Intel, VMware and Red Hat of testing and deployment facilities
for Epic running on the new platform. At the end of this path, the new target platform announcement for
VMware Horizon View has important implications for Epic customers, as it provides them with a path to
the cloud and the ability to better manage their endpoint devices including devices at the bedside and
other locations in the hospital, as well as improved mobility due to the potential to leverage mobile devices.
Currently, Epic's inpatient customer base includes over 400 individual U.S. hospitals, representing about
40% of all U.S. hospital beds as of March 2013 (IDC Health Insights, 2013).

The virtualized desktops enabled by the new Epic and VMware collaboration will allow Epic customers to
move toward a cloud-based clinical workstation with centralized support and maintenance. The move will
provide enhanced support, availability, uptime, and performance for end users but also allow efficiencies
and cost savings within the IT department, where staff can now centralize support and maintenance, as
well as troubleshooting. Physician productivity, which is frequently affected adversely by EHR
implementation, has the potential to improve as continuous sessioning on multiple endpoint devices
throughout the hospital, as well as mobile devices, will now be available through the Horizon View platform.
During the migration to healthcare reform and value-based payment systems, the agility offered by a cloud-
based platform will prove invaluable to hospitals who want to remain competitive during the transition.

Epic has reached a leadership position among midsize and large hospitals, health systems, and academic
medical centers in the U.S. as a result of the availability of a broad suite of its own applications to
accomplish clinical and financial management in multiple care settings. Managing the clinical and financial
operations of a hospital is quite complex, and Epic and its competitors have met the minimum requirements
for meaningful use and clinical operations but across the board have thus far failed to realize the potential
of cloud computing and to offer innovative software that truly meets the needs of the market and the
demands of healthcare reform. Moreover, the Epic solution is highly customized and quite costly for health
systems to implement, maintain, and support, let alone integrate with other components. Integration
opportunities for Epic customers with third-party applications, while not unavailable, are closely managed
by Epic, and with the expansion in demands for functionality upon the advent of healthcare reform, the
pace of available integrations has not kept up with customer demand. In an interview with Forbes on May
15, 2013, Epic CEO Judy Faulkner stated, "We get hundreds of requests a month, we can't work with
everybody." Epic is not alone, as most inpatient EHR vendors have stretched development teams to keep
up with regulatory changes, workflow challenges associated with EHR, and the general pace of integration
requirements in healthcare as accelerated by the transition from fee for service to fee for value under
reform. However, the choice by Epic to work with VMware Horizon View as a target platform reflects an
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acknowledgement of the need for hospitals to leverage cloud technology, platform, and architecture in
addition to applications and is a step forward for both Epic and its customers.

There is clearly room for innovation among inpatient EHR applications available from suppliers, from Epic
as well as its competitors. But applications cannot stand alone. Providers need not only applications but
also architecture and cloud-based platforms to develop the capabilities they need for effective decision
making under accountable care. Providers moving from fee-for-service to fee-for-value payment systems
need to be more agile, to share information to participate in the network-based healthcare environment,
and to be able to provision and add applications to their ecosystem quickly to meet changing objectives
and regulatory demands. IDC Health Insights believes that cloud computing will play a critical role in
achieving the agility and efficiency required to make this transition, and this announcement of target
platform status for VMware Horizon View on Epic reflects a step forward and a strong reward for the U.S.
provider leaders who have selected Epic.
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